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Whether it be months, years, or even decades  
from now, sooner or later all companies will have 
to re-evaluate their energy sources. The world is 
shifting towards a carbon-neutral - and eventually 
carbon-zero - future, and businesses are keen to 
make the necessary changes within their ranks  
to stay ahead of this movement.

What effects does this have on recruitment and global economies?  
In this report, we’re exploring this question and more. Featuring articles 
from our consultants in the Americas and APAC, we’re diving into how the 
energy transition has changed and gained momentum post-pandemic,  
as well as the different kinds of energy partaking in this change.

To discuss any of the ideas in this report, don’t hesitate to get in  
touch with us at prococommodities.com. We hope you enjoy our report  
‘The Journey to Carbon-Zero’.

Founded in 2008, Proco Commodities is an international 
search firm focusing on the global commodity trading and 
commodity supply chain markets. With offices across Asia, 
Europe and the Americas, we offer our clients access to 
leading talent across the globe.

Chris Powell
CEO, Proco Commodities

London
chris.powell

@prococommodities.com
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The Energy Transition:  
Disruption to Growth

12 months ago, we analyzed the ongoing 
energy transition within the US market 
and the shift towards a greener future. 
Since then, there has been a significant 
increase in activity affecting both 
commodity trading firms, as well as  
the United States as a whole.

Whilst the global economy and supply chain has 
undoubtedly been heavily affected by COVID-related 
difficulties, 2020 saw more than $500 billion invested 
in infrastructure aimed towards the energy transition. 
From a US centric geopolitical perspective, the Biden 
administration has committed $2.25 trillion towards an 
infrastructure investment plan in a high indication of the 
pledge towards a carbon pollution-free power sector by 
2035 and shift away from fossil fuels. Most recently, the 
release of the UN’s IPCC report has amplified everyone’s 
sense of urgency when it comes to climate change and 
sustainability. So, what has changed and what could we 
see occurring over the next 12 months?

As predicted, wind and solar energy have seen a major uplift 
in terms of development and joint-venture projects as well as 
AI tools to enable efficient usage. Wind power in particular has 
seen vast investments being made this year as the climate 
concerns becomes more prominent in media coverage. It is 
promising to note that according to the US Department of 
Energy, 42% of land-based power in the United States came 
from wind so far in 2021. There has also been a continuation of 
interest in offshore wind farms, which saw a $50 billion surge 
in expenditure over the last three years not only taking place in 
America, but across the globe as well.

Whilst not exclusive to renewable energy, AI tools have 
seen a large uptick in terms of how firms are continuing 
to rely upon quantitative data points. Energy focused 
companies are investing in various artificial intelligence 
tools to help them optimize their processes with more 
intricate forecasting capabilities to allows for accurate 
predictions. Naturally by identifying potential problem 
areas, firms can help designate where to funnel resources 
to gain a competitive edge over competitors. 

Such tools can also help optimize grid operations and they 
can also help develop materials innovation, as companies 
search for new substances that are sturdier and more 
eco-friendly. Whilst these can be a short term expense 
and time-consuming process to implement, AI tools are 
drastically helping improve trading firms’ abilities and 
strong fundamental understandings of the renewable 
market’s behaviour.

When looking at a top level at the job market, 
opportunities across the commodities industry have seen 
a revival after the turbulent and COVID-stricken 2020. 
Off the back of the pandemic recovery comes a number 
of changes behind hiring strategies, as the market has 
seen a shift towards revitalising company culture. Even 
the most bureaucratic firms are now opening up to the 
possibility of remote hires and/or flexible working on a 
more permanent basis.

Major firms are evolving towards building out and 
expanding their own renewable capabilities. The Carlyle 
Group, for example, launched a dedicated renewable 
energy infrastructure unit. Their project is expected to 
deploy $700 million in capital and secure over $6 billion in 
finance, advancing the development of assets through  
the company’s Copia platform.
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Chevron, one of the worlds largest oil firms, is diversifying 
its portfolio by focusing on building out its low-carbon 
unit, tripling its spending on biofuels, hydrogen, and 
carbon capture. Through 2028, it is estimated that they 
plan to spend $10 billion within these sectors. Mercuria has 
also been particularly active with hiring, having poached 
a number of leading renewable professionals from BP 
as they continue to expand their low-carbon trading 
capabilities under Zach Scott.

Turning attention to coal and fossil fuel retirements, 
and with mounting geopolitical pressure for renewable 
energy plants to replace non-renewables, there has been 
an increase in hiring for structured finance and principal 
investments teams with strong knowledge of renewables 
and clean energy product specialists. The same is seen 
in trading opportunities as well; where the low-carbon 
market was previously densely overpopulated with 
brokers, more RECs, RINs, and LCFs-focused traders are 
emerging within in the market as it continues to become 
a significant area of growth.

Aside from well-established firms, there has been a 
large increase in newly formed small-to-medium sized 
asset management and trading firms that focus solely 
on renewable energy and products. Such firms are now 
looking for seasoned industry veterans to help them grow, 
especially in regards to middle office functions and risk. 
Tax equity and originator are becoming vastly important, 
and we are working with a variety of firms looking to 
recruit industry experts to assist in these complex deals.

So, is the renewables industry flawless and ready to be a 
focal point? In summary, no, at least yet. The market itself 
is still somewhat juvenile and trading markets for many 
products are still somewhat illiquid. The assets themselves 
have also come under criticism, having been accused of 
being unreliable. The California wildfire was an extreme 
example showcasing this issue, with smoke clouds blocking 
out sun rays, making solar panels nearly redundant. 
Wind is too difficult to predict, providing difficult to rely 
on for accurate pricing. However, there is no denying 
that renewables will continue to be at the heart of all 
investment strategy conversations going forward. When 
building infrastructure of any kind, there are inevitable 
teething problems to work out. But as technology and 
innovation progresses, contingency systems and most 
robust energy networks will be implemented to make 
renewable energy a core facet of our power grid. Overall, 
this has been a fascinating period within the energy 
transition as the market shows little sign of slowing down 
any time soon.

Edward Scicluna
Principal Consultant

New York
edward.scicluna

@prococommodities.com
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Whilst the global economy and supply chain  
has undoubtedly been heavily affected by 
COVID-related difficulties, 2020 saw more  
than $500 billion invested in infrastructure 
aimed towards the energy transition.



With the acceleration of the energy 
transition, the buzz around carbon 
trading markets has either been ignited, 
or in some cases like the EU, is witnessing 
a renaissance of sorts. 

As governments have declared their commitments to 
carbon neutrality targets and binding policies at national 
and global levels – such as the Paris Agreement – come into 
greater effect, the impetus on stakeholders within global 
supply chains to decarbonise has never been greater. For 
commodity traders, this presents a fair few opportunities.

What is carbon trading?
Unlike most commodities, carbon is not a physical product 
which can be traded. Instead, businesses will look to tackle 
their own emissions reductions targets through the trading 
of carbon credits. Typically, one carbon credit equates to 
one ton of carbon dioxide. These credits can be bought and 
sold to offset the amount of CO2 a company is emitting.

Carbon trading is seen as an effective market-based 
instrument used to incentivise businesses to meet 
emissions reductions targets. There are two markets 
under which carbon trading is conducted: Compliance 
and Voluntary markets. Compliance markets are 
regulated schemes where a state or regional authority has 
mandated companies to trade carbon credits. Under this 
scheme, companies have designated ‘carbon allowances’ 
that are then bought and sold in the marketplace.

Voluntary markets operate outside a regulated scheme 
and allow companies to buy and sell carbon offsets on a 
voluntary basis. It operates almost on a pure origination 

Carbon trading – a look  
into the fast-developing  
Asian markets

basis and for a carbon-reduction project to generate 
credits, it needs to meet criteria set by independent 
standards such as Gold Standard or VCS (Verified Carbon 
Standard). Therefore, the quality of such projects matter. 
As one senior leader in the industry described to me, 
“there is a difference between incinerating rubbish vs. 
a reforestation project”. These credits are then ‘retired’ 
once submitted through a registry and they’ve made their 
contribution towards the company’s climate commitments. 
While momentum is gathering for voluntary markets, it is 
still relatively nascent, with much room for development.

A brief history and current markets…
The most established emissions trading market is in 
Europe where the EU Emissions Trading Scheme was 
established in the mid-2000s. As of today, it still stands 
as the largest ETS in the world and it compels over 
11,000 power plants, factories and airlines within Europe 
to operate within what is known as a ‘cap and trade’ 
scheme. Allowances are auctioned off or allocated for 
free, which can then be traded in the market. Under 
this scheme, if businesses are unable to stay within 
their designated allowance, they can compensate by 
buying allowances from firms which are below their 
annual cap, with the price set by demand. While the EU 
ETS is the most mature market – which many countries 
have subsequently used as a case study for their own 
schemes – it has come with its fair share of teething 
issues over the years. It has previously been criticised 
for not providing strong enough incentives, causing the 
market to essentially flatline as prices remained too low 
and permits oversupplied the market. However, in recent 
weeks we have seen it gather momentum as the price of 
carbon reached 50 EUR/mt for the first time this month 
– a positive sign for the market that has already spurred 
greater commercial interest.

CARBON TRADING
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Here in the Asia-Pacific region, we have established 
regulated emissions trading schemes in countries such 
as Korea and New Zealand. However, most of the region 
remains relatively underdeveloped. China is on track to 
open its national ETS in June, which will instantly make  
it the largest carbon trading market in the world.  
The voluntary market is where much of the action 
is currently taking place and while corporates are 
still familiarising themselves in this space, exploring 
technologies, costs and their own abatement curves, 
there is undoubtedly huge potential in the region.

A recent report written by Conversation International,  
DBS Bank, Temasek and NUS declared that with about 
15% of the world’s tropical forests, South-East Asia’s 
carbon stores will offer the highest rate of return in the 
world. Singapore have also just announced plans to 
headquarter a new global carbon exchange. Although 
overall demand for carbon credits is still relatively low in 
the region, this a clear indication that we’re likely to see a 
robust carbon market develop soon.

Again, much work needs to be done in terms of ensuring 
that the quality and integrity of credits generated in  
APAC are high. If a business is looking to offset their own 
carbon liabilities, these projects and the credits extracted 
from them need to be bulletproof. As environmental 
products teams are starting out, they will likely buy  
credits from the secondary market to create a portfolio  
to play around with. 

However this can pose risks when it comes to quality. 
Companies with long-term ambitions in this space are 
investing into upstream projects to ensure they have 
exclusive rights and greater control over the quality of these 
credits. As the price of carbon rises, the initial CAPEX spent 
on these projects will be minimal in the long term once the 
projects can consistently produce carbon certificates.

So what does this mean for commodity trading?
The creation of these markets not only enable 
businesses to meet their own carbon liabilities, but it 
creates opportunities for arbitrage and a liquid trading 
environment. Over the last quarter we have seen leading 
trading houses establish carbon desks. For example, 
Trafigura and Vitol recently announced that their carbon 
trading soared by over 60% in 2020. The pace of the 
carbon movement has generated huge momentum for 
any commodity trading business – energy, agricultural  
and metals – to build teams.
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As one can imagine, the scramble for talent is immense. 
Individuals with emissions and environmental products 
backgrounds in Asia are sparse and those whom I have spoken 
with in the region have been approached in the last quarter 
like never before. Our US and European based colleagues have 
confirmed the same and most individuals are grabbing the 
opportunity to speak with several businesses concurrently. 
Carbon traders and originators know their stock is high 
and we are already seeing some businesses renegotiate 
contracts with their existing carbon teams (or whatever 
may be left of them) to ensure retention. 

What complicates matters further for businesses looking 
to bring on board strong talent is the stark reality that 
the talent pool is shallow – particularly in Asia. Carbon 
emissions trading is nowhere near developed to the 
level of Europe, resulting in vastly undersupplied talent 
in the region. BP and Shell have (or had) the two most 
established environmental products/low carbon trading 
set-ups in the region but have been left in a precarious 
position as they’ve watched their teams deplete rapidly 
over the last 1-2 months.

Talent is scarce, where can businesses look?
Although the two majors’ teams are a shell of their former 
selves (excuse the pun), they will likely have the luxury 
of being able to pull internal talent from other parts of 
the globe. Many of their traders already came from their 
European Gas and Power teams. There will also be plenty 
of strong individuals within these businesses putting their 
hand up to jump on the carbon train no doubt.

For companies who do not possess such luxuries, they 
have two options: move fast and pay a premium for talent 
or get creative and look into individuals with less product 
experience. Gas, power and renewables would naturally 
be the first place to look. It is likely these traders have had 
exposure to emissions markets already and many carbon 
traders today find their roots there.

There are also those in the region who come from a strong 
environmental products background but have since 
shifted into other products. The collapses of the market 
over the last decade or so caused them to look for greener 
pastures, but several I have spoken to have already 
indicated interest to move back given the traction the 
carbon markets are gaining.

In Asia, there are a small handful within the LNG space. 
The voluntary markets today are also described as very 
similar to what LNG was 10 years ago. However, it will not 
be easy to pull these individuals out. LNG is going to play a 
major part in our energy transition (see my previous blog) 
and some would argue it’s a more stable and predictable 
market. With the increasing prominence of carbon neutral 
deals in the LNG market, these individuals will likely want 
to leverage their skill set within their current roles.  

Therein lies the conundrum – this combination of experience 
will likely become increasingly desirable and individuals may 
be reluctant to take a punt on a pure carbon trading role, 
especially if they were put off by the market once before.

Other products I have been suggested to look into for 
talent include biofuels – another space we have seen a 
rapid increase in interest. Coal traders may even be an 
option! Several have seen the writing on the wall and have 
already begun the transition into environmental products 
within their own organisations. Carbon trading and 
origination ‘isn’t rocket science’ according to those in the 
field, and any trader worth their mettle will tell you they’re 
commodity agnostic anyway.

Whether Singapore/Asia is the best location to develop 
these teams remain to be seen. As mentioned, the talent 
pool is relatively small and the market is itself still lags 
behind Europe by a few years, which is where we still see 
most of the demand coming from. That being said, pace is 
gathering in Asia and will undoubtedly grow. It could make 
geographical sense to have teams based in Singapore given 
its proximity to many of the projects and growing demand 
in the region. Businesses could look into hiring strong 
external talent from Europe and base them in Singapore.

The bottom line is: if businesses are serious about setting 
up carbon trading and origination teams in Asia, they’ll 
need to move fast and expect to pay a premium. Or they 
may have to get creative and hire those with less product 
experience. Either way, it’s evident from the businesses we 
work with across all commodity sectors that the carbon 
movement is well and truly underway and we can expect to 
see more growth in Asian markets sooner rather than later.

Alex Walsh
Consultant
Singapore

alex.walsh
@procoglobal.com
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For companies who do not possess the 
luxury of a global reach, they have two 
options: move fast and pay a premium 
for talent or get creative and look into 
individuals with less product experience. 
Gas, power and renewables would  
naturally be the first place to look.



The new kinds of energy  
powering a sustainable future

The global shift towards a more 
sustainable future is overwhelmingly 
encompassing all sectors, from retail  
to automotive to food. 

The commodities sector is no different; in fact, we are 
witnessing a monumental pivot in the energy sector, 
towards a renewable, sustainable future. With a climate 
emergency afoot, businesses are eagerly shifting their 
practices all over the world.

What is the energy transition?
When we discuss the term ‘energy transition’, we are 
referring to the sizeable movement across the global to 
prioritise sustainability and shift towards more renewable 
sources of energy across all sectors. This trend is gaining 
momentum in a variety of fields. Energy sources such as 
solar and hydro have fallen by the wayside in favour of 
new, innovative sources of energy instead. These include:

Biofuel
ExxonMobil is aggressively pursuing algae as a means of 
biofuel, investing millions into research. Another example 
is sugarcane: Brazil’s fourth largest company Raizan 
seeks to raise over $1 billion to fund the process of turning 
sugarcane into ethanol. 

Sustainable refinery
Since 1981, more than half of America’s refineries have 
closed. With the energy transition on the horizon, many 
are now looking to update existing refineries to reflect 
a more connected, more sustainable future. Such 
‘Refineries of the Future’ must adapt quickly to changing 
environmental laws and regulations. They must also be 
digitally apt – capable of embracing digitalised tools and 
analytics software to improve efficiency across operations.

Carbon capturing
Carbon capture and storage, or carbon capture and 
sequestration, is becoming a sizeable trend in commodities, 
with companies looking towards this option to offset their 
carbon footprint. This is particularly helpful in helping some 
businesses achieve carbon neutrality by a set date.

With this energy transition comes a whole new host of 
new developments in the recruitment industry. Here we’ve 
outlined some of the key trends to look out for as an 
executive search firm.

What’s happening in the market?
Big companies are now investing in smaller energy 
companies with green technology in their arsenals. For 
example, Trafigura, a market leader, has announced 
a significant investment in green hydrogen innovator 
H2 Energy. H2 is the world’s first company to create an 
ecosystem ‘based on green hydrogen’, delivering cell fuel 
trucks to commercial users. The investment is marked at 
$60 million with the potential to grow. Another giant of 
the industry, Shell Energy, is currently building a massive 
biofuels facility in the Netherlands to help meet growing 
demand for low-carbon energy. Shell’s new facility is 
expected to become one of the biggest in Europe for this 
type of environmental initiative.

Recruitment
Many countries have a plethora of individuals skilled 
in fossil fuels, particularly in oil. But on the cusp of the 
energy transition, these skills are no longer as desirable as 
they used to be, as businesses switch to different energy 
sources. Workforces will need to adapt and update their 
skillsets urgently to survive in this future.

It’s not as if those with years of experience in fossil fuels 
will find themselves listless – the skills developed and 
cultivated over decades of work in the energy sector 
will still be necessary. Several core skills in mechanical, 
electrical, and chemical engineering will still be in high 
demand. In fact, they will be necessary to help develop the 
decarbonised future of tomorrow. But many companies 
will invest in retraining anyway, to help those with 
established careers pivot in the right direction.

Innovations in the clean energy industry also offer new 
opportunities. As old oil and gas refineries are repurposed 
for the future, exciting new technologies will undoubtedly 
be brought in. This presents further opportunities for those 
with backgrounds in digitalization and manufacturing 
to aid in the transition. However, businesses will need to 
prioritise and invest in transitory trainings for their existing 
employees to help plug gaps in leader talent.

Challenges
It’s important to note that while we can mostly consider the 
energy transition as inevitable, there is still much uncertainty 
about the future. The pandemic has shaken the world’s 
faith in market trends and it remains a significant factor 
in many places around the world. Off the back of this have 
come challenges in hiring and retaining talent. Companies 
everywhere are looking to see how they can create the most 
attractive packages for potential hires, as well as how to 
incentivize the staff they do have to stay with them.

Much research is also suggesting that financial packages 
alone are no longer key motivators for people joining or 
staying in their jobs. A shift is occurring where people 
want to work for firms with environmental credentials, 
where sustainability is fundamental to their operations. 
New hires are more and more inclined to base their 
decision of where to work based on their emotional 
connection to the business, and whether or not they feel 
or think they will feel valued in such an environment.

There is potential for thousands of jobs to be created as 
sustainable energy practices open up globally. Re-evaluating 
your firm’s retention rates is crucial to ensuring the 
development and maintenance of a strong workforce.

SUSTAINABILITY

Tim Essex
Business Director
Vancouver
tim.essex 
@procoglobal.comC O M M O D I T I E S
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Our Specialist Services About Proco

Competitor Analysis
We provide clients with critical information about their direct 
competitors to provide an advantage in the recruitment market. 

Market Intelligence
A deep understanding of both the recruitment market as a whole, 
and a chosen sectors to assist with future hires.

Skill-Specific Talent Pools
We build a bespoke ‘database’ for our clients by identifying, 
researching and then profiling relevant skilled individuals required.

Retention
We work alongside clients’ internal programmes to provide relevant 
information to support ongoing initiatives and employer retention.

Succession Planning
We work hard to understand our clients’ long-term hiring plans  
and confidentially build a specific talent pool to fit this requirement. 
We develop talent lists in these circumstances by understanding 
many potential contacts ideal next career move.

Proco Commodities has been supporting clients 
as a search solutions partner for the global 
energy and commodities supply chain markets  
for 13 years now. 

We use traditional headhunting methodologies, thoroughly mapping 
the target markets and accessing the key talent. Our approach 
enables us to maintain confidentiality on behalf of our clients and to 
ensure a discreet and successful outcomes.

With our dedicated internal research team we have substantial knowledge 
of the global and local markets. This results in reduced timescales and a 
greater coverage, ensuring the highest calibre of candidates possible.  
We work closely with the client to ensure that the message communicated 
to the market regarding hires is both positive and consistent.

With commercial, industrial, and functional expertise, we cover an 
extensive variety of mandates across the commodities market, from 
finance & treasury to risk management, from power & renewables to 
softs and agricultural products. Our team of consultants assists both 
businesses and individuals at every stage of their careers.  

EXECUTIVE SEARCH
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